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Abstract We present ParaDRAM, a high-performance Parallel Delayed-Rejection Adaptive
Metropolis Markov Chain Monte Carlo software for optimization, sampling, and integration of
mathematical objective functions encountered in scientific inference. ParaDRAM is currently
accessible from several popular programming languages including C/C++, Fortran, MATLAB,
Python and is part of the ParaMonte open-source project with the following principal design
goals: 1. full automation of Monte Carlo simulations, 2. interoperability of the core li-
brary with as many programming languages as possible, thus, providing a unified Application
Programming Interface and Monte Carlo simulation environment across all programming lan-
guages, 3. high-performance 4. parallelizability and scalability of simulations from personal
laptops to supercomputers, 5. virtually zero-dependence on external libraries, 6. fully-
deterministic reproducibility of simulations, 7. automatic comprehensive reporting
and post-processing of the simulation results. We present and discuss several novel techniques
implemented in ParaDRAM to automatically and dynamically ensure the good-mixing and the
diminishing-adaptation of the resulting pseudo-Markov chains from ParaDRAM. We also dis-
cuss the implementation of an efficient data storage method used in ParaDRAM that reduces
the average memory and storage requirements of the algorithm by, a factor of 4 for simple sim-
ulation problems to, an order of magnitude and more for sampling complex high-dimensional
mathematical objective functions. Finally, we discuss how the design goals of ParaDRAM can
help users readily and efficiently solve a variety of machine learning and scientific inference
problems on a wide range of computing platforms.
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1 Introduction
At the very foundation of predictive science lies the scientific method which involves multiple
steps of making observations and developing testable hypotheses and theories of natural phe-
nomena. Once a scientific theory is developed, it can be cast into a mathematical model which
then serves as a proxy-seek of the truth. Then, the free parameters of the model, if any, has
to be constrained, or calibrated, using the calibration data in a process known as the model
calibration or the inverse-problem. The validity of the model – and thereby, the scientific theory
behind the model – are subsequently tested against a validation dataset that has been collected
independently of the calibration data. Once the model is calibrated and validated, it can be
used to predict the quantity of interest (QoI) of the problem in a process known as the forward-
problem [49]. This entire procedure is schematically illustrated in Figure 1a. The hierarchy of
model calibration, validation, and prediction has become known as the prediction pyramid, as
depicted in Figure 1b [47, 48, 50, 52].
A major task in the calibration step of every scientific prediction problem is to find the best
solution – among the potentially infinite set of all possible solutions – to a mathematically-
defined problem, where the mathematical model serves as an abstraction of the physical reality
(Figure 1a). Specifically, finding the best solution (i.e., the best-fit model parameters) requires,
1. the construction of one (or more) mathematical objective function(s) that quantifies the
goodness of each set of possible parameters for the model, and then,
2. optimizing the objective function(s) (for parameter tuning), and/or,
3. sampling the objective function(s) (for uncertainty quantification), and/or,
4. integrating the objective function(s) (for model selection).
In this process, optimization is primarily performed to obtain the best-fit parameters of the
model given the calibration dataset. The history of mathematical optimization dates back to
the emergence of modern science during the Renaissance, perhaps starting with a paper by
Pierre de Fermat in 1640s on finding the local extrema of differentiable functions [13, 37]. A
second revolution in the field of optimization occurred with the (re-)discovery [17] of linear pro-
gramming by Dantzig in 1947 [12], followed by the first developments in nonlinear programming
[33], stochastic programming [4, 11], and the revival of interest in network flows, combinatorial
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Fig. 1: (a) An illustration of the fundamental steps in predictive science, which includes data collec-
tion, hypothesis formulation, as well as the construction of a mathematical model and objective function,
which is subsequently optimized to constrain the parameters of the model in a process known as inversion
or inverse problem. Once validated, the model can be used to make predictions about the quantity of interest
(forward problem). (b) The prediction pyramid, depicting the three hierarchical levels of predictive infer-
ence from bottom to top: Calibration, Validation, and Prediction of the Quantity of Interest (QoI). The
rear face of the tetrahedron represents reality (truth), R, about the set of observed phenomena, which is
never known to the observer. The front-right face of the tetrahedron represents the observational data, X ,
which results from the convolution of the truth/reality, R, with various forms of measurement uncertainty.
The front-left face represents the scenarios, S, under which data is collected, as well as the set of models
that are hypothesized to describe the unknown truth, R [47, 48, 50, 52]. (Adapted from [49, 63, 64])
optimization [18] and integer programming [21] long after the original works of Fermat in the
17th century.
Independently of the rapid developments in the field of mathematical programming, a new
branch of science began to sprout in the late 1940s at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL),
resulting, most notably, from the early works of Enrico Fermi [40, 61], Stanislaw Ulam, John
Von Neumann, along with Edward Teller, Marshall Rosenbluth, and Nicholas Metropolis. In
a series of articles [e.g., 41, 42, 74] they form the foundations of what becomes known in the
following decades as stochastic simulation or Monte Carlo methods1. In their works, the authors
propose several seminal methods for sampling strictly non-negative-valued generic mathematical
functions in arbitrary dimensions, but mostly in the context of problems encountered in the field
of Statistical Physics.
The proposed methodology of Metropolis et al [42] for sampling mathematical density func-
tions was perhaps not fully appreciated by the scientific community until Hastings [26] pre-
sented a more generic formulation of the proposed sampling approach of [42], now known as
the Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MH-MCMC) method. These two mon-
umental articles, along with rapid technological breakthroughs in the world of computers have
now enabled researchers to achieve all three aforementioned fundamental goals of the predictive
science (parameter-tuning, uncertainty-quantification, and model-selection) in their research.
Optimization and Monte Carlo techniques have played a fundamental role in the emergence
of the third pillar of science, computational modeling [52, 63], in the 1960s alongside the two
original pillars of science: observation and theory. In particular, the MCMC techniques have
become indispensable practical tools across all fields of science, from Astrophysics and Climate
1 The technique’s name ‘Monte Carlo’ was a suggestion made by Metropolis not so unrelated to Stan Ulam’s uncle who
used to borrow money from relatives because he “just had to go to Monte Carlo” for gambling [40].
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Physics [e.g., 9, 34, 53, 62, 65, 66] to Bioinformatics and Biomedical Sciences [e.g., 30, 35, 36, 67]
or Engineering fields [e.g., 51, 70].
Despite their popularity, the MCMC methods, in their original form as laid out by Hastings
[26], have a significant drawback: The methods often require hand-tuning of several parameters
within the sampling algorithms to ensure fast convergence of the resulting Markov chain to
the target density for the particular problem at hand. Significant research has been done over
the past decades, in particular during 1990’ and 2000’ to bring automation to the problem of
tuning the free parameters of the MCMC methods. Among the most successful attempts is the
algorithm of Haario et al [25], known as the Delayed-Rejection Adaptive Metropolis MCMC
(DRAM).
Several packages already provide implementations of variants of the proposed DRAM algo-
rithm in Haario et al [25]. Peer-reviewed open-source examples include FME [69] in R, PyMC
[54] in Python, mcmcstat [25] in MATLAB, mcmcf90 [25] in Fortran, and QUESO [38, 56] in
C/C++ programming languages. However, despite implementing the same algorithm (DRAM),
these packages dramatically differ in their implementation approach, Application Programming
Interface (API), computational efficiency, parallelization, and accessibility from a specific pro-
gramming environment.
The ParaDRAM algorithm presented in this manuscript attempts to address the aforementioned
heterogeneities and shortcomings in the existing implementations of the DRAM algorithm by
providing a unified Application Programming Interface and environment for MCMC simula-
tions accessible from multiple programming languages, including C/C++, Fortran, MATLAB,
Python, R, with ongoing efforts to support other popular contemporary programming languages.
The ParaDRAM algorithm is part of the open-source Monte Carlo simulation library with a
codebase currently comprised of approximately 130, 000 lines of code in mix of programming
languages, including C, Fortran, MATLAB, Python, R, as well as Bash, Batch, and CMake
scripting languages and build environments. The ParaDRAM package has been designed while
bearing the following design philosophy and goals in mind,
1. Full automation of all Monte Carlo simulations to ensure the highest level of user-friendliness
of the library and minimal time investment requirements for building, running, and post-
processing of MCMC simulations.
2. Interoperability of the core library with as many programming languages as currently
possible, including C/C++, Fortran, MATLAB, Python, R, with ongoing efforts to support
other popular programming languages.
3. High-Performance meticulously-low-level implementation of the library to ensure the
fastest-possible Monte Carlo simulations.
4. Parallelizability of all simulations via two-sided and one-sided MPI/Coarray communica-
tions while requiring zero-parallel-coding efforts by the user.
5. Zero-dependence on external libraries to ensure hassle-free ParaDRAM simulation builds
and runs.
6. Fully-deterministic reproducibility and automatically-enabled restart functionality for
all simulations up to 16 digits of precision if requested by the user.
7. Comprehensive-reporting and post-processing of each simulation and its results, as
well as their automatic compact storage in external files to ensure the simulation results will
be comprehensible and reproducible at any time in the distant future.
As implied by its name, a particular focus in the design of the ParaDRAM algorithm is to
ensure seamlessly-scalable parallelizations of Monte Carlo simulations, form personal laptops to
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supercomputers, while requiring absolutely no parallel-coding effort by the user. In the following
sections, we will describe the design, implementation, and algorithmic details and capabilities
of ParaDRAM. Toward this, we will devote §2, §3, and §4 on the mathematical explanation
of the algorithm, including our proposed approach to dynamic monitoring of the diminishing-
adaption condition of the DRAM algorithm (§4.1), as well as the parallelization paradigms used
in the ParaDRAM algorithm (§4.2). Then, we describe the Application Programming interface
of ParaDRAM in §5, including the implementation details of some of the unique features of the
algorithm that enhances its computational and memory usage efficiency. Finally, we discuss the
practical performance of the ParaDRAM algorithm in §6 and the road ahead for extending this
package in §7.
2 The Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm
The original proposed approach to sampling a mathematical objective density function, f(x), by
[43] and [26] is based on the brilliant observation that a special type of discrete-time stochastic
processes, known as Markov process or Markov chain, can have stationary distributions under
some conditions. Suppose a stochastic sequence of random vectors,
{Xi : i = 1, . . . ,+∞} , (1)
is sampled from the d-dimensional domain of the objective function representing the state-
space X , such that it possesses a unique feature known as the Markov property. For notational
simplicity, we assume that X is a finite set. The Markov property of this chain requires that,
given the present state, the future random state of the sequence must be independent of the
past states,
pi(Xi+1 = xi+1|Xi = xi, . . . , X1 = x1, ) = pi(Xi+1 = xi+1|Xi = xi) . (2)
Here pi(·) denotes the probability. The entire Markov process is characterized by an initial
state as well as a square transition matrix, P , whose elements, Pij, describe the probabilities of
transitions from each state i to every other possible state j in X ,
Pij = pi(Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) ∀ n ∈ {1, . . . ,+∞} . (3)
If there is a unique transition matrix for the Markov process, then it is a time-homogenous
Markov chain. Furthermore, if the Markov process is ergodic (i.e., aperiodic and Φ-irreducible,
that is, capable of visiting every state in a finite time [58]) and, there is a distribution f(x) such
that every possible transition x→ y in the process follows the principle of detailed balance,
f(x)pi(y|x) = f(y)pi(x|y) , (4)
then, the process can be shown to have a unique stationary distribution, f(x), to which it
asymptotically approaches. The challenge, however, is to find a transition matrix, pi(y|x), that
obeys the above conditions with respect to the target objective density function of interest, f(x).
The revolutionary insight due to [43] and [26] is that, one can define such generic transition
matrix with respect to the desired f(x), fulfilling the above conditions, if the transition matrix
is split into two separate terms:
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1. a proposal step, during which one proposes a new state y distributed according to q(y|x),
given the current state x,
2. followed by the acceptance or the rejection of the proposed step according to,
α(x, y) = min
(
1,
f(y)q(x|y)
f(x)q(y|x)
)
, (5)
such that the transition probability can be written as,
pi(y|x) = q(y|x)α(x, y) + δx(y)
∑
z∈X
(
1− α(x, z)) q(z|x) , (6)
where δx(y) is an indicator function, a discrete equivalent of the Dirac measure, such that
δx(y = x) = 1. Defining the transition probability according to (6) is sufficient, though not
necessary [e.g., 3], to guarantee the asymptotic convergence of the distribution of the resulting
Markov chain to the target objective density function, f(x) [7, 72].
In practice, however, convergence to the target density can be extremely slow if the proposal
distribution, q(y|x), is too different from f(x) [59], as illustrated in Figure 2. Theoretical results
[e.g., 19] indicate that an average acceptance rate of,
〈α〉 = the number of accepted MCMC proposed moves
the total number of accepted and rejected proposed moves
= 0.234 , (7)
yields the fastest convergence rate in the case of an infinite-dimensional standard MultiVariate
Normal (MVN) target density function, although numerical experiments indicate the validity
of the results to hold for as low as 5 dimensions. In the absence of a generic universal rule for
optimal sampling, a common practice has been to adapt the shape of q(y|x) to the shape of
f(x) repeatedly and manually [2] such that the autocorrelation of the resulting MCMC chain is
minimized, but this approach is cumbersome and difficult for large-scale simulation problems.
3 The DRAM algorithm
A second major insight, due to Haario et al [24], is that one can progressively and continuously
adapt the shape of the proposal distribution based on the currently-sampled points in the entire
history of the chain. Although the resulting chain is not Markovian because of the explicit
dependence of every new sampled point on all of the past visited points, Haario et al [24] prove
the asymptotic convergence of the resulting chain to the target density, f(x). Roberts and
Rosenthal [58] also provide more generic conditions under which the ergodicity of the resulting
adaptive chain is maintained. The ergodicity property is one of the two pillars upon which the
Metropolis-Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo is built.
Compared with the traditional MH-MCMC algorithm, the ith-stage acceptance probability of
the Adaptive algorithm is modified to the following,
α(xi, y) = min
(
1,
f(y)qi(xi|y, xi−1, . . . , x1)
f(x)qi(y|xi, xi−1, . . . , x1)
)
, (8)
A major requirement for the validity of the Adaptive algorithm results is the condition of
diminishing adaptation, requiring that the difference between the adjacent adapted Markov
chain kernels approaches to zero in probability as the sample size grows to infinity. A practical
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(a) Small-step-MCMC sampling. (b) Small-step-MCMC efficiency. (c) Small-step-MCMC ACF.
(d) Large-step-MCMC sampling. (e) Large-step-MCMC efficiency. (f) Large-step-MCMC ACF.
Fig. 2: An illustration of the importance of an appropriate choice of step size and proposal distri-
bution shape in MCMC simulations. The plots (a), (b), and (c) display respectively the MCMC sample,
the evolution of the efficiency of the MCMC simulation as defined by (7), and the autocorrelation function
(ACF) of the chain of uniquely-sampled states via a proposal distribution whose scale is very small com-
pared to the scale of the target density function. The plots (d), (e), and (f) represent the same quantities
respectively as in the top plots, however, for very large-step-size proposed moves.
implementation of monitoring this condition in the ParaDRAM algorithm is discussed later in
§4.1.
Haario et al [25] further combine the adaptive Metropolis algorithm of Haario et al [24] with the
Delayed-Rejection (DR) algorithm of Green and Mira [22] to introduce the Delayed-Rejection
Adaptive Metropolis (DRAM) algorithm. In brief, the DR algorithm modifies the standard MH-
MCMC to improve the efficiency of the resulting estimators, with the basic idea being that,
upon rejecting a proposed state according to (5), instead of advancing the chain and retaining
the same position as it is done in the MH algorithm, a second-stage move is proposed given the
knowledge of the newly-rejected proposed state, perhaps using an entirely different proposal.
The acceptance probability of the proposed state at each level of the DR process can computed
such that the reversibility of the Markov chain relative to the target density f(x) is preserved.
Denote, respectively, the proposal Probability Density Function (PDF), the proposed state,
and the corresponding acceptance probability at the zeroth stage of the delayed-rejection of the
ith MCMC step of the DRAM algorithm by g0(y0|x) = qi(y0|x), y0, and β0(x, y0). This zeroth
stage is the regular Adaptive Metropolis (AM) algorithm step during which no delayed-rejection
occurs. If y0 is rejected, another proposal is made at the first level of DR via a potentially-new
proposal with the PDF g1(·). The corresponding acceptance probability is,
β1(x, y0, y1) = min
(
1,
f(y1)
f(x)
× g0(y0|y1)g1(x|y0, y1)
g0(y0|x)g1(y1|y0, x) ×
(
1− β0(y1, y0)
)(
1− β0(x, y0)
) ) , (9)
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Here, y0 represents the original AM-proposed state, generated by the AM proposal kernel with
the PDF q(·). Once y0 is rejected, the first DR-proposed state y1 is generated according to g1(·),
whose acceptance is computed according to (9).
The process of delaying the rejection can be continued for as long as desired at every step of
the MH algorithm, with the higher-stage delayed-rejection proposals being allowed to depend
on the candidates so far proposed and rejected. Since the entire process is designed to preserve
the detailed-balance condition of (4), any acceptance at any stage of the DR process represents
a valid MCMC sampling. However, continuing the DR process is feasible only at the cost of
increasingly more complex equations for the acceptance probabilities at higher stages of the
DR with lower-values. In general, the acceptance rate for the jth stage of the delayed rejection
process is,
βj(x, y0, y1, . . . , yj) =
min
(
1,
f(yj)
f(x)
× g0(yj−1|yj)g1(yj−2|yj−1, yj) · · · gj(x|y1, . . . , yj)
g0(y0|x)g1(y1|y0, x) · · · gi(y1|yi, . . . , y0, x) ×(
1− β0(yj, yj−1)
)(
1− β1(yj, yj−1, yj−2)
) · · · (1− βj−1(yj, yj−1, . . . , y1, y0))(
1− β0(x, y0)
)(
1− β1(x, y0, y1)
) · · · (1− βj−1(x, y0, y1, . . . , yj−1))
)
, (10)
With every new rejection during the DR process, the proposal distribution can be reshaped
to explore more probable regions of the parameter space. Therefore, the DRAM algorithm [25]
combines the global adaptation capabilities of the AM algorithm [24] with the local adaptation
capabilities of the DR algorithm [22]. In the following section, we present a variant of the generic
DRAM algorithm that has been implemented in the ParaDRAM routine of the ParaMonte
library.
4 The ParaDRAM algorithm
The DRAM algorithm of §3 lays the foundation for the ParaDRAM algorithm. However, a major
design goal of ParaDRAM is to provide a fast parallel Delayed-Rejection Adaptive Metropolis-
Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampler. This is somewhat contrary to the complex generic
form of the acceptance probability of the DRAM algorithm in (10) which can become compu-
tationally demanding for very high numbers of DR stages. Furthermore, a problem-specific
adaptation strategy is generally required to successfully incorporate the knowledge acquired at
each stage of the DR to construct the proposal for the next-stage DR. This is often a challenging
task. We note, however, that (10) can be greatly simplified in the case of symmetric Metropolis
proposals [44] where the probability of the proposed state only depends on the last rejected
state,
gj(yj|yj−1, . . . , y0, x) = gj(yj|yj−1) = gj(yj−1|yj) . (11)
In such case, the DR acceptance probability becomes,
βj(x, y0, y1, . . . , yj) = min
(
1,
max
(
0, f(yj)− f(y∗)
)
f(x)− f(y∗)
)
, y∗ = arg max
0≤k<j
f(yk), j > 0 . (12)
This symmetric version of the DRAM algorithm provides a fair compromise between the com-
putational efficiency and the variance-reduction benefits of delaying the rejection. Therefore, we
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implement the symmetric Metropolis version of the DRAM algorithm in ParaDRAM and defer
the implementation of the generic asymmetric form of DRAM to future work.
Despite the symmetry of the algorithm described above, we note that the proposal corresponding
to each stage of the DR can still be completely independent of the proposals at other stages
of the DR or the zeroth-stage (i.e., the Adaptive algorithm’s) proposal distribution. Ideally,
the proposal kernel at each stage should be constructed by incorporating the knowledge of the
rejected states in the previous stages. In practice, however, such informed proposal construction
is challenging.
By contrast, fixing the proposal distributions at all stages of the DR will be frequently detrimen-
tal to the performance of the sampler, since delaying the rejection often leads to steps that take
the sampler into the vast highly-unlikely valleys and landscapes in the domain of the objective
function that yield extremely small acceptance probabilities. In absence of any other relevant
information about the structure of f(x), a fair compromise can be made again by allowing the
scale factor of the proposal distribution of each level of the DR to either shrink gradually from
one stage to the next or be specified by the user before the simulation. The DR process can be
then stopped either after a fixed number of stages (again, specified by the user) if all previous
DR-stages have been unsuccessful, or by flipping a coin at each DR stage to continue or to
stop and return to the AM algorithm. The former strategy is what we have implemented in
ParaDRAM. The continuous process of adaptation of the proposal distribution as well as the
DR process that is implemented in ParaDRAM is described in Algorithm 1.
4.1 Ensuring the diminishing-adaptation of the DRAM algorithm
In practice, the DRAM algorithm has to stop after a finite number of iterations, for example,
as specified by N in Algorithm 1. Since the convergence and ergodicity of the chain generated
by the DRAM algorithm is valid only asymptotically, it is crucial to monitor and ensure the
asymptotic convergence of the chain to the target probability density function which, with a
slight abuse of notations, we represent by f(x). The convergence can be ensured by measuring
the total variation between the target and the generated distribution from the nth-stage adapted
proposal,
lim
n→+∞ ‖pin(·|x)− f(·)‖ = 0 . (13)
This is, however, impossible since the sole source of information about the shape of the target
density is the generated chain. To resolve this problem of non-ergodicity of the finite chain
due to the continuous adaptation, one conservative community approach has been to perform
the adaptation for only a limited time. After a certain period, the adaptation fully stops and
the regular MH-MCMC simulation begins with a fixed proposal. Consequently, the entire chain
before fixing the proposal is thrown away and the final refined samples are generated only from
the fixed-proposal MCMC chain.
This sampling approach, known as the finite adaptation [31, 58] is essentially identical to the
traditional MH-MCMC approach except in the initial automatic fine-tuning of the proposal
distribution, which is done manually in the traditional MH-MCMC algorithm. Although the
finite adaptation approach ensures the ergodicity and the Markovian properties of the resulting
chain, it suffers from the same class of limitations of the MH-MCMC algorithm. For example, it
is not clear when the adaptation process should stop, and what should be the criterion used to
automatically determine the stopping time of the adaptation. If the adaptation stops too early in
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Input : The natural logarithm of the target objective density function, f(x).
Input : An initial starting point, x0, for the DRAM pseudo-Markov chain.
Input : An initial proposal distribution with PDF q0(·).
Input : The desired number of states, N , to be sampled from f(x).
Input : The maximum possible number of delayed-rejection stages at each MCMC step, M .
Input : The vector S = {s1, . . . , sM} containing the scale factors of the DR proposal distributions.
Output: The pseudo-Markov chain x1, . . . , xN
Initialize
for i = 1 to N do
1. Propose a candidate state Y from the AM proposal distribution with probability
qi−1(Y = y|xi−1, . . . , x1, x0).
2. Set xi = y with probability,
α(xi−1, y) = min
(
1,
f(y)
f(xi−1)
)
,
otherwise, set g0 = qi−1, y0 = y, β0(·, ·) = αi−1(·, ·)
for j = 1 to M do
(a) Construct the jth-stage delayed-rejection proposal distribution with PDF gj(·|·),
by rescaling the (j − 1)th-stage DR proposal with PDF gj−1(·|·)
with the user-provided scale factor sj.
(b) Propose a new candidate Yj = yj with probability gj(yj|yj−1).
(c) Set xi = yj with probability,
βj(x, y0, y1, . . . , yj) = min
(
1,
max
(
0, f(yj)− f(y∗)
)
f(x)− f(y∗)
)
,
where,
y∗ = arg max
0≤k<j
f(yk), j > 0 .
and break for,
otherwise, continue
end
if j > M then
xi ← xi−1,
continue (no candidate was accepted in the delayed rejection stages)
end
Algorithm 1: The symmetric-proposal DRAM algorithm as implemented in ParaDRAM
the simulation before good-mixing occurs, the resulting fixed-proposal MH-MCMC simulation
can potentially suffer from the same slow-convergence issues encountered with the use of MH-
MCMC algorithm, necessitating a restart of the adaptive phase of the simulation. This process
of adaptation and verification will have to be then continued for as long as needed until the
user can confidently fix the proposal distribution to generate the final Markovian chain.
Here we propose a workaround for this problem by noting that the entire adaptation in the
DRAM algorithm is contained within the proposal distribution, q(·). Therefore, if we can some-
how measure the amount of change between the subsequent adaptations of the proposal dis-
tribution, we can indirectly and dynamically assess the importance and the total effects of the
adaptation on the chain that is being generated in real-time.
One of the strongest measures of the difference between two probability distributions is given
by the metric total variation distance (TVD) between the two. For the two distributions, Qi
and Qi+1, defined over the d-dimensional space Rd with the corresponding densities, qi and qi+1,
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the TVD is defined as [73],
TVD(Qi, Qi+1) =
1
2
∫
Rd
∣∣qi(x)− qi+1(x)∣∣ dx . (14)
In other words, TVD is half of the L1 distance between the two distributions. The TVD is by
definition a real number between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the identity of the two distributions
and, 1 indicating two completely different distributions. Despite its simple definition, the com-
putation of TVD is almost always intractable, effectively rendering it useless in our practical
ParaDRAM algorithm.
To overcome the difficulties with the efficient computation of the TVD, we substitute the TVD
with an upper bound on the its value. By definition, this upper bound always holds for any arbi-
trary pair of distributions and is defined via another metric distance between the two probability
distributions, known as the Hellinger distance [28], whose square is defined as,
H2(Qi, Qi+1) = 1−
∫
Rd
√
qi(x) qi+1(x) dx . (15)
By definition, the Hellinger distance is always bounded between 0 and 1, with 0 indicating the
identity of the two distributions and, 1 indicating completely different distributions. A simple
reorganization of the above equation reveals that the Hellinger distance is the L2 distance
between
√
qi and
√
qi+1. Furthermore, it can be shown that the following inequalities hold
between the Hellinger distance and the TVD [73],
1
2
H2(Qi, Qi+1) ≤ TVD(Qi, Qi+1) ≤ H(Qi, Qi+1)
√
1− H
2(Qi, Qi+1)
4
≤ H(Qi, Qi+1) . (16)
Unlike TVD, the computation of the Hellinger distance is generally more tractable. In particular,
the Hellinger distance has closed-form expression in the case of the MultiVariate Normal (MVN)
distribution, which is, by far, the most widely-used proposal distribution in all variants of the
MCMC method, including the DRAM algorithm. Even in cases where a closed-form expression
for a proposal distribution may not exist, the TVD upper-bound computed under the assumption
of an MVN proposal distribution might still provide an upper-bound for the TVD of the proposal
distribution of interest, under some conditions.
Therefore, we use the inequalities expressed in (16) to estimate an upper bound for total vari-
ation distance between any two subsequent updates of the proposal distribution in the DRAM
algorithm. This enables us to dynamically monitor and ensure the diminishing adaptation of
the DRAM simulations. In practice, we find that the progressive amount of the adaptation of
the proposal distribution diminishes fast as a power-law in terms of the MCMC steps. In cases
of rapid good mixing, the initial few thousands of steps of the simulation exhibit significant
adaptation of the proposal, followed by a fast power-law drop in the amount of adaptation.
Some examples of the dynamic adaptation monitoring of the DRAM simulations are discussed
in §6.
This practical method of dynamically measuring the adaptation also fulfills one of the major
conditions for the ergodicity of the DRAM algorithm, for as long as the simulation can continue
[e.g., see theorem (1) in 58]. It also provides an indirect qualitative method of rejecting the
convergence to the target density if the TVD upper-bound estimate fails to continuously decrease
or, even further increases with the progression of the DRAM simulation.
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4.2 The parallelization of the DRAM algorithm
Contemporary scientific problems typically require parallelism to obtain solutions within a rea-
sonable time-frame. As such, a major cornerstone of the ParaDRAM algorithm and the Para-
Monte library is to enable seamless parallelization of Monte Carlo simulations without requiring
any parallel programming experience from the user. Furthermore, to ensure the scalability of the
ParaDRAM algorithm, from personal laptops to hundreds of cores on supercomputers, we have
intentionally avoided the use of shared-memory parallelism in the algorithm, most notably, via
the OpenMP [10] or OpenACC [14] standards. Nevertheless, this mode of parallelism remains
a viable choice for future work.
Instead, the entire parallelization of the ParaDRAM algorithm is currently done via two inde-
pendent scalable distributed-memory parallelism paradigms: 1. the Message Passing Interface
standard (MPI) [23] and, 2. the Partitioned global address space (PGAS) [15, 46]. Unlike shared-
memory parallelism, the distributed-memory architecture allows for scalable simulations beyond
a single node of physical processors, across a network of hundreds or possibly, thousands of pro-
cessors. This is an essential feature for parallel Monte Carlo algorithms in the era of ExaScale
computing [5], although we will discuss some limitations of the current parallelism implemen-
tation of ParaDRAM in §7.
The PGAS parallelism paradigm readily enables Remote Memory Access (RMA), commonly
known as one-sided communication, from one processor to all other processors in parallel sim-
ulations. This allows multiple data transfers between a set of processes to use a single syn-
chronization operation, thus reducing the total overhead of inter-processor communications. By
contrast, the RMA communications via MPI are considerably more challenging to implement.
Nevertheless, the current support for the MPI parallelism paradigm is more robust than for the
PGAS paradigm. Consequently, the utility of the PGAS parallelization of ParaDRAM currently
remains limited to the Fortran language interface to the ParaDRAM algorithm, enabled by the
Coarray Fortran [39]. Conversely, the MPI-parallelized version of ParaDRAM is accessible from
all available programming language interfaces to ParaDRAM (e.g., C, C++, Fortran, MAT-
LAB, Python, ...), even where the programming language does not officially support the MPI
paradigm.
For both the MPI and PGAS communication paradigms in ParaDRAM, two parallelization
models are currently implemented: 1. The Fork-Join parallelism [8] and, 2. The Perfect paral-
lelism [45].
4.2.1 The Fork-Join parallelism
In this (single-chain) parallelism mode, the zeroth MPI process (or the first Coarray image)
in the simulation is the master process responsible for reading the input data, updating the
proposal distribution of the DRAM algorithm, concluding the simulation, and performing any
subsequent post-processing of the simulation output data. All other processes in the simulation
communicate and share information only with the master process/image 3a.
At each MCMC iteration, information about the current step is broadcasted by the master pro-
cess to all other processes. Then, each process, including the master, proposes a new state for
the chain and calls the user-provided objective function independently of the other processes.
The proposed states together with the corresponding objective function values are then com-
municated to the master process. The master process then checks the occurrence of an accepted
new state, proposal by any of the processes including itself. Upon the occurrence of the first
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(a) The fork-join parallelism.
(b) The prefect parallelism.
Fig. 3: (a) An illustration of the fork-join parallelism implemented in the current version of the ParaDRAM
algorithm. At each iteration of the MCMC simulation, a master process (represented by the red-line)
distributes the current state of the sampler with all other processes (represented by the blue-lines). Then
each process proposes a move which is either accepted or rejected and the result is returned to the master
process for a final decision. (b) An illustration of the perfect parallelism implemented in the current version
of the ParaDRAM algorithm. Each process runs an MCMC simulation independently of the rest of the
processes. The communication cost is, therefore, zero in perfect parallelism.
acceptance, it communicates the new accepted state to all other processes and the next MCMC
step begins. If no acceptance occurs, either the same old state is communicated to all processes
to continue with the next MCMC step or, the simulation enters the Delayed-Rejection (DR)
phase if requested by the user.
When the DR is enabled, the simulation workflow is similar to the above, except that upon
rejecting the proposed moves by all processes at each stage of the DR, each process is allowed
to only and only take one more delayed-rejection step. The results are then sent back to the
master process to decide on whether the next DR stage has to be initiated. However, if an
acceptance occurs on any of the processes at any given DR stage, the DR algorithm stops and
the simulation returns to the regular adaptive algorithm. However, if no acceptance occurs after
the maximum number of DR stages has reached, the last accepted state is communicated again
to all processes, and the workflow of adaptive sampling repeats.
This mode of communication between the processes at each stage of the DR is crucial for the
computational efficiency of the ParaDRAM algorithm since it is often significantly more costly
to call the objective function redundantly (until the maximum number of DR stages is reached)
than to communicate a few bytes of information between the processes at each DR stage to
check if any acceptance has occurred. In §6, we will present some performance benchmarking
results for the two MPI and PGAS fork-join parallelism implementations in ParaDRAM.
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4.2.2 The Perfect parallelism
In the Perfect (multi-chain) parallelism mode, each MPI process (or Coarray image) runs
independently of the other processes (images) to create its DRAM pseudo-Markov chain. This
is effectively equivalent to having as many serial versions of the ParaDRAM algorithm to run
concurrently and simulate independently of each other. However, unlike multiple independent
concurrently-run serial DRAM chains, the ParaDRAM algorithm in the perfect-parallelism
mode also performs post-simulation pairwise comparisons of the resulting chains from all pro-
cesses to check for the convergence of all chains to the same unique target density.
To ensure the multi-chain convergence to the same target density, first, the initial burnin
episodes of all chains are automatically removed and each chain is iteratively and aggressively
refined (i.e., decorrelated) to obtain a final fully-decorrelated Independent and Identically Dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) sample from the target density, corresponding to each chain. Then, the similar-
ities of the individual corresponding columns of all chains are compared with each other via the
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) nonparametric test [32, 68]. Finally, the results of the
tests are reported in the output report file corresponding to each generated chain.
The perfect multi-chain parallelism, as explained in the above, has the benefit of providing
an automatic convergence-checking, via the KS test, at the end of the simulation. This is a
remarkable benefit that is missing in the fork-join single-chain parallelism. On the flip side,
the perfect parallelism quickly becomes inferior to the fork-join paradigm for large-scale MCMC
simulations, since the pressing issue in such cases is the computational and runtime efficiency
of the simulation.
4.3 The final sample refinement
A unique feature of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations is the Markovian property of
the resulting chain, which states that the next step in the simulation given the currently visited
state is independent of the chain’s past. It may, therefore, sound counterintuitive to realize
that the resulting sample from a finite-size MCMC simulation could be highly autocorrelated.
Notably, however, each visited state in the chain depends on the last state visited before it.
This implicit sequential dependence of all points on their past, up to the starting point, is what
creates significant autocorrelations within MCMC samples.
For the infinite-length Markov chain of (1) that has converged to its stationary equilibrium
distribution, the autocorrelation function is defined as,
ACF(k) =
E
[
(Xi − µ)(Xi+k − µ)
]
σ2
, (17)
where (µ,ACF(0) = σ2) represent the mean and the standard deviation of the Markov chain
and E[·] represents the expectation operator. The Integrated Autocorrelation (IAC) of the chain
is defined with respect to the variance of the estimator of the mean value µ,
IAC = 1 + 2
+∞∑
k=1
ACF(k) , (18)
such that,
lim
n→+∞
√
n
IAC
µn − µ
σ
⇒ N(0, 1) , (19)
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where µn represents the sample mean of the chain of length n and ‘⇒’ stands for convergence
in distribution. The value of IAC roughly indicates the number of Markov transitions required
to obtain an i.i.d. sample from the target distribution of the Markov chain. In practice, one
wishes to obtain a finite MCMC sample whose size is at least of the order of the integrated
autocorrelation of the chain [57]. This is a challenging goal that is often out of reach since the
IAC of the Markov chain is not known a priori. A more accessible approach is to generate a
chain for a given predefined length, then de-correlate it to obtain a final refined independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sample from the target density.
The numerical computation of the IAC, however, poses another challenge to decorrelating
MCMC samples since the variance of its estimator in (18) diverges to infinity. A wide vari-
ety of techniques have been proposed that aim to estimate the IAC for the purpose of MCMC
sample refinement. Among the most popular methods are the Batch Means (BM) [16], the Over-
lapping Batch Means (OBM) [60], the spectrum fit method [27], the initial positive sequence
estimator [20], as well as the auto-regressive processes [e.g., 55].
Thompson [71] performs a series of tests aimed at identifying the fastest and the most accurate
method of estimating the IAC. They find that while the auto-regressive process appears to be
the most accurate method of estimating the IAC, the Batch Means method provides a fair
balance between the computational efficiency and numerical accuracy of the estimate.
Based on the findings of Thompson [71], we have therefore implemented the Batch Means
method as the default method of estimating the IAC of the resulting Markov chains from the
ParaDRAM sampler. Notably, however, all the aforementioned methods appear to underesti-
mate the value of IAC, in particular, for small chain sizes. Therefore, we have adopted a default
aggressive methodology in the ParaDRAM algorithm where the autocorrelation of the chain is
removed repeatedly (via any estimator of choice by the ParaDRAM user, such as the BM) until
the final repeatedly-refined chain does not exhibit any autocorrelation.
This aggressive refinement of the chain is performed in two separate stages: At the first stage,
the full Markov chain is repeatedly refined based on the estimated IAC values from the (non-
Markovian) compact chain of the uniquely accepted points. This stage essentially removes any
autocorrelation in the Markov chain that is due to the choice of too-small step sizes for the
proposal distribution (Figure 2a). Once the compact chain of accepted points is devoid of any
autocorrelations, the second phase of the Markov chain refinement begins, with the IAC values
now being computed from the (verbose) Markov chain, starting with the resulting refined Markov
chain from the first stage of the refinement (of the compact chain).
We have found by numerous experimentations that the above approach often leads to final
refined MCMC samples that are fully decorrelated while not being refined too much due to our
aggressive repetitive decorrelation of the full Markov chain. Nevertheless, the above complex
methodology for the refinement of the Markov chain can be entirely controlled by the input
specifications of the simulation set by the user. For example, the user can request only one
round of chain refinement to be performed using only one of format of the chain: compact or
verbose (Markov).
5 One API for ParaDRAM across all programming languages
Special care has been made to ensure that the Application Programming Interface (API) of the
ParaDRAM algorithm retains highly-similar (if not the same) structure, naming, and calling
conventions across all programming languages currently supported by the ParaMonte library.
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First and foremost, the interface to the ParaDRAM routine requires only two mandatory pieces
of information to be provided by the user:
1. ndim: the dimension of the domain of the objective function to be sampled and,
2. getLogFunc(ndim,point): a computational implementation of the objection function in the
programming language of choice, which should take as input a 32-bit integer ndim and a
64-bit real vector point of length ndim that represents a state from within the domain of the
objective function. On return, the function yields the natural logarithm of the value of the
objective function evaluated at point. Unlike C/C++/Fortran, in the case of higher-level
programming languages such as MATLAB or Python, the calling syntax of the objective
function simplifies to getLogFunc(point) where the length of point is passed implicitly.
The one-API paradigm has been one of the core design philosophies of the ParaMonte library
(including the ParaDRAM algorithm) to ensure similar user experience and the availability
of the same functionalities from all supported programming language interfaces to the Para-
Monte / ParaDRAM library. The full description of all capabilities and details of each of the
programming-language interfaces to the ParaDRAM routine goes well beyond the limitations
of the current manuscript. Therefore, we will only present some of key identical components of
the algorithm shared among all available interfaces to the ParaDRAM sampler.
5.1 The ParaDRAM simulation specifications
The ParaDRAM sampler has been mindfully developed to be as flexible as possible regarding the
settings of the simulations. Consequently, there is a long list of input simulation specifications
whose complete descriptions go beyond the limits of this paper. We refer the interested reader
to permanent repository2 and the documentation website3 of the ParaMonte library for the
detailed descriptions of the simulation specifications.
Despite the great number and variety of the ParaDRAM simulation specifications, all 39 in-
dependent input specification variables currently available in ParaDRAM are optional and au-
tomatically set if not provided by the user. In some simulation scenarios, some level of input
information may be necessary from the user, for example, when the domain of the objective
function does not extend to infinity, in which case, the user can readily specify the boundaries
of a cube within which the sampling will be performed.
From within the compiled programming languages, the preferred method of specifying simula-
tion parameters is to store them all within an input file and provide the path to this file at
the time of calling the ParaDRAM routine. This approach enables changes to the simulation
configuration seamlessly possible without any need to recompile and relink the source codes
to build a new executable, which can be a time-consuming process for large-scale simulations.
From within all compiled languages (C/C++/Fortran), the simulation specifications can be also
passed as a string to the ParaDRAM sampler, instead of passing the path to an external file.
In such case, the value of the string could be the contents of the input file (instead of the path
to the input file). From within the Fortran language, the users can also pass the simulation
specifications as optional input arguments to the ParaDRAM sampler.
From within the interpreted programming languages such as MATLAB and Python, the pre-
ferred method of specifying the simulation configuration is via the dedicated Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP) interface that we have developed in each of these programming language
2 https://github.com/cdslaborg/paramonte
3 https://www.cdslab.org/paramonte/
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environments. Nevertheless, the users can also alternatively provide the same input file that is
used in compiled languages to configure their ParaDRAM simulations. Given the great flexibil-
ity of the interpreted languages, specifying the simulation configuration via an input file seems
to be inferior to the OOP interface that we have written for each of these programming language
environments.
5.2 The ParaDRAM simulation output files
Each ParaDRAM simulation, performed from within any programming language environment,
generates five distinct output files. If the user has specified a simulation name then all output
files prefixed are prefixed by the user-provided simulation name. Otherwise, the output files are
prefixed by a unique automatically-generated random simulation name with a specific pattern,
for example: "./out/ParaDRAM run 20200101 205458 278 process 1", where,
1. ./out/ is the example user-requested directory within which the output simulation files are
stored (and if the specified directory does not exist, it is automatically generated),
2. ParaDRAM indicates the type of the simulation,
3. run yyyymmdd hhmmss mmm indicates the date of the simulation specified by the current year
(yyyy), month (mm), and day (dd), followed by the start time of the simulation specified by
the hour (hh), the minute (mm), the second (mm), and the millisecond (mmm) of the moment of
the start of the simulation,
4. process 1 indicates the ID of the processor that has generated the output files, with 1
indicating the master process (or Coarray image).
The above random prefix-naming convention both documents the exact date and time of the sim-
ulation and ensures the uniqueness of the names of the generated output files. In the extremely-
rare event of a user-specified filename clash with an existing set of simulation files in the same
directory, the simulation will be aborted and the user will be asked to specify a unique name
for the new simulation.
Once the uniqueness of the prefix of the simulation output files is ensured, the ParaDRAM
sampler generates five separate output files with the same prefix, but with the following suffixes
that imply the purpose and the type of the contents of each file,
1. chain.txt or chain.bin indicates a file containing the ParaDRAM output Markov Chain,
where the user’s choice of the format of the file (ASCII vs. binary) dictates the file extension
(txt vs. bin).
2. sample.txt indicates a file containing the final refined decorrelated sample from the target
density, containing only the refined set of visited states and their corresponding target density
values reported in natural logarithm.
3. report.txt: indicates a file containing a comprehensive report of all aspects of the simu-
lation, including the ParaDRAM library version, the computing platform, the user-specified
description of the simulation, the user-specified (or automatically-determined) simulation
configuration, the description of the individual simulation specifications, any runtime simu-
lation warnings or fatal errors, as well as extensive report on the timing and performance of
serial/parallel simulation and extensive postprocessing of the simulation results.
4. progress.txt: indicates a file containing a dynamic report of the simulation progress, such
as the dynamic efficiency of the MCMC sampler, time spent since the beginning of the
simulation and the predicted time remained to accomplish the simulation.
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5. restart.txt or restart.bin: indicates a file containing information required for a deter-
ministic restart of the simulation, should the simulation end prematurely. The user’s choice
of the format of the file (ASCII vs. binary dictates the file’s extension (txt vs. bin).
5.3 Efficient compact storage of the Markov Chain
The restart functionality and the ability to handle large-scale simulations that exceed the
random-access-memory (RAM) limits of the processor require the ParaDRAM algorithm to
continuously store the resulting chain of sampled points throughout the simulation. However,
this poses two major challenges to the high efficiency and low memory-footprint of the algorithm:
1. Given the current computational technologies, input/output (IO) from/to external files is on
average 2-4 orders of magnitude slower than the RAM IO. This creates a severe bottleneck
in the speed of the otherwise high-performing ParaDRAM algorithm, in particular, for large-
scale high-dimensional objective functions.
2. Moreover, the resulting output chain files can easily grow to several Gigabytes, even for
regular MCMC simulations, making the storage of multiple simulation output files over the
long term challenging or impossible.
To minimize the effects of external IO on the performance and the memory-footprint of the
algorithm, we propose to store the resulting chain of states from ParaDRAM in a very compact
format that dramatically enhances the library’s performance and lowers its memory footprint
5-10 times, without compromising the fully-deterministic restart functionality of ParaDRAM
or its ability to handle large-scale memory-demanding simulations.
The compact (as opposed to verbose or Markov) storage of the chain is made possible by noting
that the majority of states in a typical Markov chain are identical as a result of the repeated
rejections during the sampling. The lower the acceptance probability is, the larger the fraction
of repeated states in the verbose Markov chain will be. Therefore, the storage requirements of
the chain can be dramatically reduced by keeping track of only the accepted states and assigning
weights to them based on the number of times they are sequentially repeated in the Markov
chain.
Furthermore, since the contents of the output chain file is peripheral to the contents of the final
refined sample file, the ParaDRAM sampler also provides a binary output mode, where the
chain will be written out in binary format. Although the resulting output chain file is unreadable
by human, the binary IO is fast, does not suffer from loss of precision due to the conversion
from binary to decimal for external IO, and in general, occupies less memory for same level
of accuracy. Nevertheless, we believe the above proposed compact chain file format provides a
good compromise between, IO speed, memory-footprint, and readability. Therefore, we use the
compact ASCII file as the default format of the output chains from ParaDRAM simulations.
Users can also specify a third verbose format where the resulting Markov chain will be written
to the output file as is. However, this verbose mode of chain IO is not recommended except for
debugging or exploration purposes since it significantly degrades the algorithm’s performance
and increases the memory requirements for the output files.
5.4 The ParaDRAM simulation restart functionality
An integral part of the ParaDRAM algorithm is its automatically-enabled fully-deterministic
reproducibility of the simulation results, should a ParaDRAM simulation, whether serial or
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parallel end prematurely. In such cases, all the user needs to do in order to restart the simulation
from where it was interrupted, is to rerun the simulation (with the same output file prefix).
The ParaDRAM algorithm has been designed to automatically detect the existence of the output
simulation files. If all the simulation files already exist, the simulation will be aborted with a
message asking the user to provide a unique file-prefix name for the output simulation files.
However, if all files exist except the output refined sample file, which is generated in the last
stage of the simulation, ParaDRAM enters the restart mode and begins the simulation from
where it was interrupted during the last run.
A remarkable feature of the restart functionality of the ParaDRAM algorithm is its fully-
deterministic reproduction of the simulation results into the future: If a simulation is interrupted
and subsequently restarted, the resulting final chain after the restart would be identical, up to
16 digits of precision, to the chain that the sampler would have generated if the simulation had
not been interrupted in the first place. To generate a fully deterministic reproducible simula-
tion, all that is needed from the user is to set the seed of the random number generator of the
ParaDRAM sampler as part of the input simulation specifications. Additionally, in the case of
parallel simulations, it is expected that the same number of processes will be used to run the
restart simulation as used for the original interrupted simulation.
The information required for the restart of an interrupted ParaDRAM simulation is automat-
ically written to the output restart file. To minimize the impacts of the restart IO on the
performance and the external the memory requirements of the algorithm, the restart file is au-
tomatically written in binary format. This default behavior can be overridden by the user by
requesting an ASCII restart file format in the input simulation specifications to the sampler. In
such case, ParaDRAM will also automatically add additional relevant information about the
dynamics of the proposal adaptations to the output file. This human-readable information can
be then parsed to gain insight into the inner-workings of the ParaDRAM algorithm. An example
of such analysis of the dynamics of the proposal adaptation will be later given in §6.
5.5 The optimal number of processors for parallel ParaDRAM simulations
When a parallel MCMC simulation is performed in the fork-join (single-chain) parallelism
mode, the ParaDRAM algorithm, as part of a default post-processing analysis, attempts to
predict the optimal number of parallel processors from which the simulation could benefit. In
general, the overall parallel efficiency of a software depends on a number of factors including
(but not limited to),
1. Ts: The serial runtime required for all computations that cannot be parallelized and must be
performed in serial mode.
2. Tp: The serial runtime for the fraction of the code that can be equally shared among all
processors in parallel.
3. To: The time required for setting up the inter-processor communications, and information
exchange, effectively known as the communication overhead.
Among the three time measures mentioned in the above, the overhead time is the most complex
and hardest to estimate since it is highly software and hardware dependent. Nevertheless, this
overhead time can be frequently assumed to linearly grow with the number of processes in
the parallel simulation. This is particularly true for the fork-join parallelism paradigm where
all inter-process communications happen to and from a master process. Therefore, the overall
speedup due to the use of Np processors in parallel can be computed from a modified form
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of the Amdahl’s law of strong scaling [1] that takes into account the communication overhead
time,
S(Np) ≈ Ts + Tp (The total serial run time of the simulation)
Ts +
Tp
Np
+ (Np − 1)× To
, (20)
In the case of the ParaDRAM routine, the runtime of the serial fraction (Ts) is typically on
the order of a few tens of nanoseconds to microseconds on the modern architecture, whereas
the parallel fraction of the simulation (Tp) – which calls the user-provided objective function –
is expected to dominate the simulation runtime. Therefore, compared to Tp and To, the serial
fraction (Ts) can be safely ignored in large-scale ParaDRAM simulations. Then, to compute the
speedup in any given parallel ParaDRAM simulation, Tp and To can be respectively estimated
from the average runtimes of the parallel and the inter-process communication sections of the
code.
Once Tp and To are estimated, we can then predict the simulation speedup over a wide range
of number of processors. The maximum predicted speedup then provides an absolute upper
bound on the number of processors that could benefit the simulation. In practice, however, this
absolute optimal number of processors is only an upper bound on the actual number of processors
from which the given simulation would effectively benefit. In the special case of parallel fork-
join MCMC simulations, there is yet another equally-important factor that, along with the
communication overhead, limits the overall speedup of parallel simulations. This non-negligible
factor is the efficiency of the MCMC sampler.
The role of the average MCMC acceptance rate on the optimal number of processors can be
understood by noting that the average number of MCMC steps that need to be taken before
an acceptance occurs is roughly proportional to the inverse of the average MCMC acceptance
rate. For example, if the average acceptance rate is 0.25, then one would expect an acceptance
to occur every four steps. This places a fundamental limit on the number of processors from
which the simulation could benefit in parallel.
Quantitatively, the process of accepting a proposed state in a given step of the ParaDRAM
algorithm, parallelized over an infinite number of processors (Np → +∞), can be modeled as
a Bernoulli trial with two possible outcomes: rejection or acceptance of the proposed state. In
this process, the probability of an acceptance can be assumed to be represented by the average
MCMC acceptance rate (α). Thus, the probability of an acceptance occurring after k proposals
(by the first k processors) follows a Geometric distribution, G(·), and is given by,
piG
(
acceptance | k) = α (1− α)(k−1) . (21)
Practically, however, the workload at each MCMC step is always shared among a finite number
of processors which we denote by Np. In such case, the total fractional contribution (Ci) of the
ith processor (out of Np processors) to the construction of the entire ParaDRAM compact chain
is the sum of the probabilities of the occurrences of all acceptances due to the ith processor in
the simulation,
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(a) Processor contributions to a parallel simulation. (b) The parallel strong-scaling: predicted vs. actual.
Fig. 4: (a) An illustration of the contributions of 512 Intel Xeon Phi 7250 processors to a ParaDRAM
simulation in parallel (the red curve). The predicted best-fit Geometric distribution from the post-processing
phase of the ParaDRAM simulation is shown by the black line. (b) A comparison of the parallel-performance
of ParaDRAM simulations on a range of processor counts with the performance predictions from the post-
processing output of the ParaDRAM sampler. The entire performance data depicted in the plots (a) and
(b) of this figure are automatically generated by the ParaDRAM sampler as part of the post-processing of
every parallel MCMC simulation.
Ci ≡ pi(acceptance | i,Np) (22)
=
+∞∑
j=0
piG(acceptance | k = j ×Np + i) (23)
= α
+∞∑
j=0
(1− α)(j×Np+i−1) (24)
= α (1− α)(i−1)
+∞∑
j=1
[
(1− α)Np](j−1) (25)
=
α (1− α)(i−1)
1− (1− α)Np
(
1− [(1− α)Np]j→+∞) (26)
=
α (1− α)(i−1)
1− (1− α)Np , i = 1, . . . , Np , (27)
where (26) and (27) are derived from the cumulative distribution function of the Geometric
distribution. Since the occurrence of an acceptance is checked in order from the first (master)
process to the last, the first processor has, on average, always the highest contribution to the
construction of the MCMC chain, followed by the rest of the processors in order, as implied
by 27 and illustrated in Figure 4a. This means that the overall scaling behavior of a parallel
ParaDRAM simulation solely depends on the contribution (C1) of the first processor to the
construction of the MCMC chain. The contribution C1 is in turn determined by the average
acceptance rate of the simulation as in (27).
For example, if the MCMC sampling efficiency is 100%, then the entire MCMC output is
constructed by the contributions of the first processor. By contrast, the lower the sampling
efficiency is, the more evenly the simulation workload will be shared among all processors.
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Quantitatively, the maximum speedup for a given Np number of processors and an average α
MCMC sampling efficiency can be written as,
S(Np) ≈ Ts + Tp
Ts + C1(α)× Tp + (Np − 1)× To , (28)
Frequently though, the average acceptance rate (α) of an MCMC simulation is a wildly-varying
dynamic quantity during the simulation. Therefore, instead of using the estimated average
MCMC sampling efficiency from the simulation, we infer an effective MCMC sampling efficiency
by fitting the Geometric distribution of (27) to the contributions of the individual processors
to the output chain. In practice, we find that this effective sampling efficiency is frequently
slightly larger than the average MCMC sampling efficiency defined as the ratio of the number
of accepted states to the full length of the generated (pseudo)-Markov Chain. Figure 4b compares
the simulation speedup predicted in the post-processing section of the ParaDRAM algorithm
with the actual simulation speedup, for a range of processor counts.
6 Example Results
A wide range of mathematical test objective functions exist with which the performance of the
ParaDRAM algorithm can be benchmarked. The presentation of all examples goes beyond the
scope of this manuscript. For illustration purposes, here we present the results for a popular
multi-modal example test objective function known as the Himmelblau’s function [29]. This
function is frequently used in testing the performance of optimization algorithms and is defined
as,
fH(x, y) = (x
2 + y − 11)2 + (x+ y2 − 7)2 , (29)
with one local maximum at,
fH(−0.271,−0.923) ≈ 181.617 , (30)
and four identical local minima located at,
fH(3.0, 2.0) ≈ fH(−2.805, 3.131) ≈ fH(−3.779,−3.283) ≈ fH(3.584,−1.848) ≈ 0.0 . (31)
However, just as with any type of MCMC sampler, the ParaDRAM algorithm explores the
maxima of objective functions as opposed to the minima. Therefore, we modify the original
Himmelblau’s function of (29) by adding a small value of 0.1 to the function and inverting
the entire new function, such that all four minima become maxima and remain well-defined the
logarithm of the function is computed and passed to the ParaDRAM algorithm. This simulation
can be performed in any of the programming language environments that are currently sup-
ported by the ParaMonte library. For brevity, here we suffice to presenting only the simulation
codes and results generated in the MATLAB scientific computing language.
A very simple implementation of this simulation in MATLAB is provided below,
getLogFunc = @( x ) −log ( ( x (1)ˆ2 + x (2) − 11)ˆ2 + ( x (1) + x (2)ˆ2 − 7)ˆ2 + 0 .1 ) ;
pm = paramonte ( ) ;
pmpd = pm.ParaDRAM( ) ;
pmpd . runSampler (2 , getLogFunc ) ;
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Fig. 5: An illustration of the ParaDRAM simulation output for the problem of sampling Himmelblau’s
function. The figure data consists of pairs of the Himmelblau’s function value and its two input variables,
plotted against each other. Only the uniquely-visited states in the domain of Himmelblau’s function are
shown in the plots. The lower triangle of the plot represents the density contour maps of the sampled
points, whereas the upper triangle contains line-scatter plots of pairs of variables, color-coded by the
natural logarithm of Himmelblau’s function. The mono-color gray lines connect the sequence of points in
the chain together. The diagonal plots represent the distributions of the uniquely-visited states within the
domain of Himmelblau’s function.
The above minimal code defines the natural logarithm of the 2-dimensional Himmelblau’s func-
tion as a MATLAB anonymous (Lambda) function named getLogFunc, then generates an in-
stance of the paramonte class named pm, from which an instance of the ParaDRAM class is derived
and named pmpd. Then the runSampler() method of the ParaDRAM class is called to sample the
objective function represented by getLogFunc. All simulation specifications for this sampling
problem that are not predefined by the user, will be automatically set to appropriate default val-
ues by the ParaDRAM algorithm. Once the simulation is finished, the post-processing tools that
are shipped with the ParaMonte-MATLAB library can seamlessly parse, analyze, and visualize
the output of the simulation.
Figure 5 illustrates a grid-plot of the uniquely-visited points by the ParaDRAM sampler. A
better visualization of the density of the uniquely-visited states within the domain of Himmel-
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(a) The 3D density contour map. (b) The 3D scatter plot.
Fig. 6: (a) An 3D contour map of the ParaDRAM simulation output for the problem of sampling Him-
melblau’s function. The figure data consists of the density map of the set of all uniquely-visited states by
the ParaDRAM sampler within the domain of the objective function. (b) A 3D scatter plot of the set of
uniquely-visisted states by the ParaDRAM sampler within the domain of Himmelblau’s function. All plots
are generated via the visualization tools that automatically ship with ParaMonte-MATLAB library.
(a) The MCMC autocorrelation. (b) The refined-sample’s autocorrelation.
Fig. 7: (a) An illustration of the autocorrelation in the individual variables of the output MCMC chain in the
simulation of Himmelblau’s function. (b) An illustration of the residual autocorrelation in the individual
variables of the final output refined sample in the simulation of Himmelblau’s function. By default, the
ParaDRAM algorithm performs an aggressive and recursive series of MCMC refinements aimed at removing
any traces of autocorrelation in the final refined output sample by the ParaDRAM sampler.
blau’s function is given in Figure 6a. The ParaDRAM visualization toolbox uses the linear-
diffusion-process kernel density estimation method of Botev et al [6] to generate the 2D and 3D
contour plots. A 3-dimensional visualization of the structure of Himmelblau’s function using
the uniquely-visited sates by the ParaDRAM algorithm is given in Figure 6b.
As mentioned in §4.3, the ParaDRAM algorithm performs an aggressive series of sample refine-
ments on the generated Markov chains such that no residual autocorrelation remains in the final
output sample. Figure 7 compares the amount of autocorrelation in the original output MCMC
chain from the ParaDRAM sampler with the residual autocorrelation in the final refined sample.
By default, the ParaDRAM algorithm repeatedly and aggressively refines the output MCMC
chain, for as long as needed, such that no traces of autocorrelations remain in the resulting final
sample by the algorithm.
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6.1 Monitoring the dynamic adaptation of the proposal distribution of the
ParaDRAM sampler
In §4.1 we argued for necessity of ensuring and monitoring the diminishing adaptation condition
of the adaptive algorithms, including the ParaDRAM sampler. Therein, we offered a solution for
the dynamic monitoring of the changes in the proposal distribution via an adaptation measure
whose value is limited to the range [0, 1]. Figures 8a and 8b display the dynamic evolution of
the proposal distribution of the ParaDRAM routine for the problem of sampling Himmelblau’s
function. The continuous adaption of the proposal is visualized by the changes in the covariance
matrix of the proposal distribution throughout the entire simulation. It is evident from the plots
that the proposal adaptation eventually diminishes as desired.
The amount of adaptation in the proposal distribution can be further quantified by the adap-
tation measure defined in §4.1. Figure 8c illustrates the monotonically-decreasing adaptation of
the bivariate Normal proposal distribution used in the sampling of Himmelblau’s function via
the ParaDRAM sampler. As part of the output chain file, the ParaDRAM algorithm continu-
ously outputs and monitors the diminishing adaptation condition of the DRAM algorithm to
ensure the asymptotic ergodicity and the Markovian properties of the resulting output chain.
The power-law decay of the adaptation-measure seen in Figure 8c is exactly the kind of dimin-
ishing adaptation condition one would hope to see in ParaDRAM simulations.
6.2 Performance benchmarking of the MPI and PGAS parallelism paradigms
Given the multiple different parallelism paradigms currently implemented in the ParaDRAM
algorithm, it may be of interest to user of the library to know which parallelism paradigm and/or
perhaps what compilers or parallism library implementations yield the best simulation perfor-
mances. Figure 8d, illustrates the performance benchmarking of the ParaDRAM algorithm for
an example 4-dimensional multivariate Normal target density function. Given the simplicity of
such sampling problem, the time-cost of calling this objective function was artificially increased
so that a more accurate and clear comparison could be made between the strong-scaling results
for the MPI and PGAS parallelism paradigms.
We obtained and compared the results for the MPI and PGAS parallelism methods using com-
pilers from two different vendors: the Intel and the GNU compiler suites. In the case of the
MPI parallelism, the Intel MPI and the MPICH MPI libraries were used respectively. In the
case of the PGAS parallelism, the Intel Coarray and the OpenCoarrays [15, 46] libraries were
used respectively. Based on the benchmarking results presented in Figure 8d, the PGAS paral-
lelism as implemented in ParaDRAM performs inferior to the MPI implementation. There are
potentially two reasons for such performance difference between the two parallelism paradigms
in ParaDRAM,
1. The current version of the ParaDRAM algorithm does not fully exploit the unique readily-
available RMA-communication features of the Coarray libraries. This is partly due to the
lack of support for the advanced RMA features in the Coarray libraries when the ParaMonte
library was originally developed. Recently, however, many new advanced RMA communi-
cation features of the Coarray parallelism paradigm have been implemented by multiple
open-source and commercial compilers, including the GNU, Intel, and NAG compiler suites.
Therefore, we anticipate that a future re-implementation of the PGAS Coarray parallelism
in ParaDRAM via the newly-available RMA features will resolve some of the discrepancies
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(a) The proposal covariance dynamics in 3D. (b) The proposal covariance dynamics in 2D.
(c) The diminishing adaptation criterion. (d) Example strong scaling results: MPI vs. PGAS.
Fig. 8: (a) An illustration of the 3-dimensional dynamic adaptation of the covariance matrix of the bivari-
ate Normal proposal distribution of the ParaDRAM sampler for the problem of sampling Himmelblaus’s
function. (b) An illustration of the 2-dimensional dynamic adaptation of the covariance matrix of the bi-
variate Normal proposal distribution of the ParaDRAM sampler for the problem of sampling Himmelblaus’s
function. (c) An illustration of the diminishing adaptation of the proposal distribution of the ParaDRAM
sampler for the problem of sampling Himmelblaus’s function. As explained in §4.1, the monotonically-
decreasing adaptivity observed in the plot ensures the asymptotic ergodicity and Markovian property of the
resulting output ParaDRAM chain. (d) An illustration of the strong-scaling results for parallel ParaDRAM
simulations using the two different parallelization paradigms implemented in ParaDRAM: 1. the Message
Passing Interface (MPI) via the Intel MPI (impi) and MPICH libraries and, 2. the Partitioned Global
Address Space (PGAS) via Intel Coarray Fortran (icaf) and OpenCoarrays library. See §7 for an explana-
tion of the performance differences between the strong-scaling results of the PGAS- and MPI- parallelized
ParaDRAM simulations.
observed between the performances of the MPI and PGAS parallelization of the ParaDRAM
sampler.
2. The currently-available MPI libraries are highly optimized and mature, while the Coarray
PGAS libraries have only recently become available.
7 Discussion
Over the past 3 decades, the popularity and the utilities of Monte Carlo simulations has grown
exponentially in a wide range of scientific disciplines. In particular, the Markov Chain Monte
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Carlo (MCMC) techniques have become indispensable tools for predictive computing and uncer-
tainty quantification. In this work, we presented the ParaDRAM algorithm, a high-performance
implementation of the Delayed-Rejection Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings (DRAM) algorithm of
Haario et al [25]. The DRAM algorithm is one of the most popular and most successful adaptive
MCMC techniques available in the literature that has proven to dramatically outperform the
traditional MCMC sampling techniques.
The presented ParaDRAM algorithm is part of the ParaMonte open-source Monte Carlo simula-
tion library, available at https://github.com/cdslaborg/paramonte. The library is currently
comprised of approximately 130,000 lines of codes primarily in written the C, Fortran, MAT-
LAB, Python, as well as the Bash, Batch, Cmake scripting and build languages. The majors goals
in the development of the ParadRAM algorithm have been to bring simplicity, full-automation,
comprehensive reporting, and automatic fully-deterministic restart functionality to the inher-
ently stochastic Monte Carlo simulations. In addition, we have careful to design a unified Ap-
plication Programming Interface (API) to a wide range of popular programming languages in
the scientific community, such that the syntax of calling and setting up the ParaDRAM sampler
remains almost the same across all programming language environments. Notably, we aimed to
achieve the aforementioned goals without compromising the high-performance and the parallel
scalability of the algorithm.
To ensure the scalability of parallel ParaDRAM simulations, from personal laptops to the world-
class supercomputers, we have adopted and implemented the MPI and PGAS distributed-
memory parallelism paradigms in this library. Remarkably, we have been careful to not re-
quire any parallel-coding effort or experience from the user in order to build and run parallel
ParaDRAM simulations, from any programming language environment.
To maintain the high-performance of the library, we also described in this manuscript an effi-
cient compact storage method for the output MCMC chains from the ParaDRAM simulations.
This approach as detailed in §5.3 enables us to maximize the library’s IO performance and
minimize the external and internal memory-footprints of the library, without any compromise
in the automatic fully-deterministic restart functionality feature of the ParaDRAM algorithm
in parallel or in serial simulations. We also discussed in §4.1, a novel technique to automati-
cally and dynamically monitor and ensure the diminishing adaptation criterion of the DRAM
algorithm.
The ParaDRAM sampler library is currently being actively developed and expanded with new
sampling capabilities. Further planned enhancements include but are not limited to: 1. increas-
ing the accessibility of the ParaDRAM library from other popular programming languages.
There are currently ongoing efforts to include support for the Java, Julia, Mathematica, and
R programming languages. 2. minimizing the effects of improper processor load-balance on the
overall performance of the parallel simulations. The recent enhancements and additions to the
RMA communication facilities within Coarray-PGAS parallelism paradigms will be a great aid
toward achieving this goal.
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